
How do spies keep and break secrets? 
What are the mathematical techniques that can be used to secure information or to
make seemingly secure information insecure? 
How is modern physics changing the future of spycraft and information security? 
How do you build an Enigma Machine?

Essential Questions: 

Description:
Spy Games introduces students to the art and science of cryptography, with WWI and
WWII, and the Cold War serving as historical motivations. 

Not only will students learn the mathematics of cryptosystems used then and now. They
will also be tasked with building their own Enigma Machine. Students will visit the
International Spy Museum in D.C., and – throughout the course – be engaged in spy
games in which they are tasked with either keeping information safe or cracking their
adversaries’ codes. 

Furthermore, the course attempts to il luminate the phenomenon of the spy in popular
culture, from classic spy thril lers of the early twentieth century to the literature and
cinema of the Cold War. And, the course gives equal attention to intelligence coups (e.g.,
the bril l iant achievements of the codebreakers at Bletchley Park during WWII) and
intelligence failures (from the era of Stalin and Hitler through to the present day).
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This message is a decoded cryptograph from two future spies.

On the morning of March 1st at precisely 9 a.m, the Spycraft ECS headed to the
International Spy Museum. A secret call led me to believe that the class was stil l t ired
from their long flight. They fled the hotel early and went on a beautiful walk. As the day
began, smiles arose. Everyone seemed interested in what the day had to offer. They
were trying to crack the code of the amazing day that was planned for them to
experience! The class got a lecture (very discreetly) stating their mission. They all
figured out the fundamentals and expectations for the special Spycraft ECS. I opened an
envelope and it stated that the class had the famous International Spy Museum first on
their l ist. Entering the astounding Spy Museum, evidence can prove that they toured the
museum and enjoyed the many interactive activities it had to offer. Watch out…
apparently, they solved a case that detected the Mole. They truly worked diligently as
teams to solve this mystery. ■ □ ▢ ▣ ▤ ▦ ◩ ◪ ◩ ◧ ▬ ▭ ▮ ▯ ▰, CODED MESSAGE
FROM THE GUEST SPEAKER: The class had solved the case excellently! Many salient
notes on the different artifacts were taken. We need to find these notes. Using an
Electrostatic Detection Device, you're able to understand the indentations of their notes.
A folder found by a dead drop stated that you should ask one of the students their
experience at the Spy Museum. They will surely tell you everything they learned, and
some important information. Physical evidence of a few photos shows that four students
went to the Washington State Capital. Dr. Gillon, Mr. Calhoun, and Ms. Petit can confirm
that the class went to different museums. It is said that they all learned a lot of cool
information from these museums. A question everyone should take note of: What’s a spy
without math? Now these spies in the making learned some simple Modular Arithmetic.
Within minutes, the class was able to solve many problems. This was quite impressive
work and will play a key role throughout their ECS. I’ve overheard that being a spy
requires a lot of work. This class will have to use many mathematical, historical, and
complex coding skills to fulfi l l their journey of becoming spies. They already completed
mission one with lots of essential skills and fun memories to remember. With this
information, I can conclude that they will all be great spies one day! 

By: Mulka B. '24 & Hannah M. '24
March 1, 2022

An Excerpt from Spycraft



Starting off the day with breakfast, followed by learning a general idea of tailing and how
it relates to spycraft. An activity was created where different groups would tail each other
and through the process learn the difficulties of tailing, some of the difficulties we
learned were what happens when the person your tailing sits down or goes into a
building? What is considered a safe following distance? 

After that activity, we were pleased to find ourselves in the Natural History Museum.
There we were to explore whatever interests struck the mind, whether that be dinosaur
fossils or shiny mesmerizing gemstones. After all the exploring we were ready to sit down
for lunch and take a quick break for what to come next. That would end up being a trip to
the Martin Luther King Library, where we got the honor to speak to the NSA agent Jennifer
Wilcox. She helped us gain perspective of why spycraft is important by telling us the
history of cryptosystems through the times. 

Then adding to our arsenal of cryptography we were ready to learn more about modular
arithmetic. This would be the exciting mono-alphabetic shift ciphers. We used this new
skill for the interesting activity where we got to encrypt our own words, something all of
us were looking forward to. After a long day of fun and excitement, we were fatigued and
were ready for dinner.

By: Scott H. '24 & Essa S. '22
March 2, 2022

ECS Encryption



On Friday, we began the day like any other. We woke up, ate breakfast, and got briefed
on how the day would go. There wasn’t much of a plan for today since we were traveling
back to Colorado Springs. We did more work decoding affine ciphers for about 2 hours.
Affine ciphers are similar to caesar ciphers, except instead of just moving every letter
over by a certain amount, multiplication is involved. This results in a much stronger,
harder to crack the cipher. Cracking affine ciphers required frequency analysis.
Frequency analysis is most effective when used on monoalphabetic ciphers. After
cracking codes, we went to the National Museum of American History, and we looked
around at all of the exhibits. Inside the museum was the original “Star-Spangled Banner”
from Fort McHenry. The flag was given to the Smithsonian in the early 20th century.
Some of the group split off and went to the White House. We boarded the plane at
around 5:45, and we took off at around 6:30. It took around 3 ½ hours to get back to
Colorado. It took around an hour and a half to make it back to CSS.

By: Remi M. '25 & Micah R. '24
March 4, 2022

Smithsonian Day, Part II



Today was the first day back in class after our amazing trip to Washington D.C.
We learned a few very important things today. Before that though, we were given
an encrypted code (an affine cipher) to decrypt. After we had completed the
cipher, we learned about morse code. There was an instructional video that
taught us how to use a telegraph for the morse code. Then we were broken up
into groups of three, and we practiced using morse code. After we had done that,
the class was split into two large groups. One group made their own telegraphs
and the other group learned about another kind of cipher.

By: Matilda V. 24 & Ryder L. '25
March 7, 2022

Back in the Classroom



Vigenere Cipher & Telegram

We started off the day with a challenging coded message to crack. A detailed paragraph
explaining a real-life mol named Kim Philby was encoded and left for us to decode. We
were not given a key for this cipher so how do you decrypt a vigenere cipher without the
key? This was left for us to determine. With a litt le guidance, we were able to crack the
code and read the interesting message about Kim Philby. 

Then we split into two groups, one working on building telegrams and the other learned
how to crack Vigenere Cipher using google sheets and practiced this new efficient way of
codebreaking. We learned that Vigenere Cipher is really easy to crack when the key is
given, but when the key is not given, it is very difficult to crack it without the help of
google sheets. In order to use google sheet for cracking the Vigenere Cipher, we had to
know all sorts of the equation, and some of us were confused at first but most of them
got the idea of it by the end of the school day. The group who were working on building
the telegrams had some troubleshooting throughout the day. Some of the telegrams
didn’t work because the electromagnetic part was not properly functioning. We tried to
figure out how to fix it but for today we couldn’t. So for tomorrow’s homework, we will be
researching how electromagnetic works and to try to fix it. We are planning to finish the
telegrams by the end of this week.

By: Kaisa D. '24 & Celina K. '24
March 9, 2022



This morning, we spent the beginning portion of the day working with a partner to crack
an affine cypher. We have spent earlier parts of the ECS gathering the tools we need to
solve these messages, so today we were more efficient, being able to solve the message
quicker than we have been able to before. First, we used frequency analysis to look at
the text and match up ciphertext and plaintext in possible pairs. After looking at patterns
in the text, we were able to discover matches in letters and use them to find an equation
to decode the message. Every group today was able to crack the message through the
use of some modular arithmetic and teamwork. 

For the rest of the day, we split up the class into two groups: one working on ciphers and
one working on building a transmitter to send messages in Morse code. After lunch, we
switched to work on the opposite project. In Dr. Gillon's room, we were introduced to
Vigenere ciphers. Vigenere ciphers are unique from others due to the fact they are
polyalphabetic, meaning one letter of ciphertext does not always stand for one letter of
plaintext as it does in Caesar ciphers and affine ciphers. We found different methods to
solve these encrypted messages. One util ized modular arithmetic, one made use of a
table, and one was a slider. By practicing each method, we were able to discover the way
that worked best for us. This was beneficial as we worked through a problem set focused
on encrypting and decrypting these messages. In Mr. Calhoun's room, we continued
working on the telegram machines. We learned more about our keys, battery packs, and
the electromagnet and were able to build each part by working with wire, batteries, and
different types of metals. The type of telegram machines we are building are used for
transmitting information by morse code, a message sending technique we have worked
on being able to understand. These messages can travel across thousands of miles, but
we are building two different lengths: one short and one long. The short one just sends a
message from one desk to another while the longer one goes from Mr. Calhoun's
classroom to Dr. Gillon’s. This process has been fil led with trial and error. Getting all the
metals fully sanded down, and the aluminum and steel. We also ran into the problem of
not having enough tools to go around, so we were constantly in and out of the classroom
to get more from different teachers.

Overall, today was a day to familiarize ourselves with Vigenere ciphers, really begin
working with them, and continue our telegraph machine building projects. We were able
to combine skills we focused on learning in the first week with new knowledge we gained
today to advance our understanding of cryptography.

By: Imogen M.' 24 & Mia C. '22
March 9, 2022

Sending & Decrypting Messages



On Friday, March 11, our class began the day by
learning new spy techniques and terms. This
included surveillance detection, shadowing, and
correct ways to perform a swift l ive drop. We
watched numerous videos before we were
introduced to Dr. Fagin. 

His lessons were really the culmination of the
day. We started off by refreshing our memories
of caesar ciphers, affine ciphers, and vigenere
ciphers. After this, we learned of two new
ciphers. The first is called a substitution cipher.
This cipher means that every plaintext letter
stands for a unique ciphertext letter. This makes
any code that uses it very tedious to crack. We
practiced with this code for quite some time, and
it is a personal favorite. The second cipher we
learned about is called a one-time pad. This is
considered to be a perfect cryptosystem under a
few rules. It is a string of random letters added
mod 26. The reason why this cipher is not used 
 frequently is that it must be truly random. And,
most importantly, the key in this cipher should
never be reused. 

After this, our day got even better. We got to
see and use, an authentic Enigma machine. We
first learned about the components of the
Enigma machine, and then split off into groups
to transmit and receive messages with the
machine. It was truly a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. 

By: Sofie M. '24
March 11, 2022

Enigma Machine!


